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Library classifications are artificial systems that use numbers, letters, and/or arbitrary 
symbols to organize the contents of libraries1. The guiding principle of these systems is a logical 
division of knowledge into coded categories. As the librarian Josephus N. Larned noted in 1882, 
library classifications are “the organic anatomy of human knowledge.”2 The three most widespread 
classification systems of the Progressive Era—the Dewey Decimal, Cutter Expansive, and Library of 
Congress Classifications—offer a unique perspective to study the status and identity of dance as a 
component of knowledge.3  
 
The Progressive Librarian and Classification  
After the creation of the American Library Association in 1876, and increasingly after 1890, 
classification became an important subject of discussion among librarians.4 The numerous articles 
published from 1890 until 1930 fit well into Progressive Era discourse. Three main Progressive-Era 
ideals recur: economy, efficiency and education. 
Progressive librarians realized that “as organization based on knowledge becomes prevalent, 
the knowledge in books becomes increasingly valuable.”5 Bringing order to this knowledge by 
classifying libraries became of utmost importance because it ensured “economy and increased 
efficiency in the use of books.”6 Indeed, as Ernest Cushing Richardson explained, classification “saves 
in the first place actual labor on the part of users and librarians in assembling any given mass of 
material for use.”7  
Though many classification systems were developed between 1876 and 1930, some librarians 
saw “superior practical advantages” in adopting or adapting a few tried and true ones.8 Melvil Dewey 
wrote that, “By adopting a scheme alredy workt out he [the librarian] saves much time and money, 
gains the immense advantage of using a system in common with many others, so that he may utilize 
their labors and investigations and share them in the economy of co-operation.”9  
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For progressive librarians who saw the library as “a machine got together to instill … 
knowledge into men’s minds,” and the public library “as the true people’s university,” classification 
became an important tool in the education of the masses.10 In 1901, Richardson explained: “there is 
the greater educational advantage in the actual incentive to the reader to read or a least … browse 
through books in order to pick out certain things.11 In other words, classification makes it possible for 
people browsing the shelves to get a full view of what has been written on a particular topic. For 
researchers, it “becomes of still greater importance to the progress of knowledge.”12 
  
Dewey Decimal Classification 
If you have been in a public library in United States, you are familiar with the Dewey 
Decimal Classification because it is today the most used classification system not only in American 
public libraries, but also in libraries worldwide.13 (Here is a picture of books classified using this 
system, and here are some call numbers).  
Melvil Dewey devised the Decimal Classification for the Amherst College library in 1873 
and published it anonymously in 1876.14 The Decimal Classification was innovative.15 Until then, 
librarians used what was called “fixed notation” to indicate the exact location of books within a 
library. For example, the book number 1254.30 would indicate that the book “was on the first floor [of 
the library], in the second room, in the fifth case, on the fourth shelf in that case, and the thirtieth book 
on the shelf, counting from the left.”16 Such notation worked well until a shelf, or a room, or a library 
was full, at which point books had to be relocated and therefore relabeled.  
Dewey realized that fixed notation was not efficient: at a time when libraries were growing 
rapidly, it was time-consuming and costly to relabel books. To solve this problem, he devised an 
ingenious classification system that organizes books by subjects regardless of where they are located 
within the library. He divided the library into ten classes; each class, into ten divisions, and each 
division, into ten sections.17 Therefore, the entire content of the library is divided into 1,000 sections 
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representing 1,000 subjects, each of which corresponds to an Arabic whole number. By using 
decimals, the schemata can be expanded infinitely into minute subdivisions. 
For dance scholars today, it is obvious that dance should figure in the Fine Arts class of the 
Decimal Classification. But unlike sculpture, painting, and music, dance is not one of the ten divisions 
of this class; neither is it one of the one hundred sections. To find out about dance, one has to consult 
the index, where “many subjects, apparently omitted, will be found,” to learn that “dancing” should be 
classified in the 793 section (“in-door amusements”), along with books about games, crocheting, and 
needlework.18 Clearly, Dewey did not perceive dance as one of the main art forms; instead he 
considered it a “minor subject” related to indoor amusements and feminine occupations.19 In essence, 
he believed that dance did not deserve the same treatment as other arts.  
As the Decimal Classification was adopted by several American libraries, it became evident 
that some improvements were desirable.20 For this reason, Dewey published new enlarged editions of 
his classification. He fine-tuned his tables and added new words to the index.21 You can see on the 
screen that the dance terms included in the first three editions of the Decimal Classification increased 
from one word in 1876 to five in 1885 and eight in 1888.22 The terms in parentheses appear in the 
index; the others, directly in the tables. The terms listed are simple, almost naive. The 1888 edition 
finally recognizes the existence of one form of theatrical dance: ballet. Although this edition shows 
definite progress over the first edition, it still lacks a main section devoted to dance, unlike music, 
which is described in a detailed nearly three-page long table. Instead, dance remains a minor subject 
that is still classified under more important subjects (ethics, social customs, and amusements). The 
result is that, in libraries using the Decimal Classification, dance books are scattered and mixed with 
books on other topics, such as charades and scalping.23 The table on the screen represents the so-called 
“organic anatomy” of dance knowledge at the beginning of the Progressive Era. 
After 1888, Dewey continued to make improvements to his classification. The nine editions 
of his manual published during the Progressive Era grew considerably, as you can see in this table.24 
Despite this fact, however, the dance classification remained static until 1927. Dewey did not consider 
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dance a high priority, finding other more pressing sections to improve. We will come back to the 1927 
edition later. 
 
Cutter Expansive Classification 
I doubt anyone here is familiar with the Cutter Expansive Classification because today it is 
used in only a few libraries. Yet, during the Progressive Era, it was the second most popular 
classification system.25 Its creator, Charles Ammi Cutter, died in 1903 before the classification was 
completed, thus leading to its demise.26 (You can see on the screen books still classified using this 
system at the library where Cutter was librarian).  
Cutter thought that knowledge was too vast to be divided into only ten main classes.27 He also 
believed that classification should be adapted to the size of libraries: a small library with a thousand 
volumes does not need as detailed a classification as a large library of 100,000 volumes. Therefore, 
Cutter created a letter-based classification system with seven different schemes for libraries of 
different sizes.28 The first classification, “for a very small library,” has only eight classes.29 As 
libraries grow, classes and sections become more detailed and numerous.30 The first through sixth 
classifications were published between 1891 and 1893. The seventh classification, for the largest 
libraries, was never completed, but several of its schedules were published between 1896 and 1911.31 
The system is logical, “grouping together classes which have a practical connection.”32  
Only two dance terms are found in the first through sixth classifications: dancing and ballet. 
In the first classification, Cutter classes these terms within Sciences and Arts, both Useful and Fine; in 
the second and third classifications, within the “Recreative Arts, Sports and Games, Theatre, Music”; 
and in the fourth and fifth classifications, within the “Recreative arts, Sports, Games.” By the sixth 
classification, dancing is finally incorporated as its own section within the schedules: it is subclass VQ 
of the V class labeled “Athletic and recreative arts.”  
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In the seventh classification, dancing becomes subclass VS instead of VQ and is divided into 
subjects: by place (numbers 13 to 99 stand for specific geographic locations); alphabetically by type or 
genre; and by type of balls.33 The alphabetic system used for dance type or genre (VSM stands for 
“Minuet”; VSW, for “Waltz”) makes it easy for a librarian to create new shelf marks for specific 
dance forms when needed. By using the label “Theatrical dancing,” Cutter acknowledges the existence 
of theatrical dance forms other than ballet.  
Four dance terms appear in other sections of the seventh classification: dancing games, war 
dances, dance and dancing.34 The total number of dance terms in the seventh classification is therefore 
seventeen, nearly twice as many as in the Decimal Classification.35 Despite its immense progress 
toward a better understanding of the “organic anatomy” of dance knowledge, Cutter’s dance 
classification, less than half a page long, remains much less developed than that of other arts: the 
theater section, for example, is three pages long; the music, sixteen. 
 
Library of Congress Classification 
 The Library of Congress Classification was developed over many years, starting in 1897.36 It 
divides knowledge into twenty-one main classes denoted by letters; for subdivisions, letters and 
Arabic numbers are added. Today, it is the classification system used in most American academic 
libraries. Dancing appears in the GV subclass labeled “Sports and amusements. Games” which is part 
of the “Geography--Anthropology” class. (Here are some books about dance classified using this 
system at the Yale University Library and here are call numbers).  
While Cutter had given an entire subclass to dance (VQ), the Library of Congress allots only 
a section of a subclass to it: GV1580 to GV1798. Nevertheless, at four pages in length, this schedule is 
much more developed than either Cutter’s or Dewey’s dance tables. But, it is much less developed 
than the Library of Congress music class that was first published in 1904 as a 112-page volume. The 
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fact that dance follows “Jugglery, legerdemain, etc.” and precedes “Shows, circuses, etc.,” seems to 
imply that it was still not considered as serious or important an art as the other arts.37 
Since the Library of Congress dance schedule is four pages long, I cannot list all of its fifty-
one terms.38 Therefore, I will focus only on important new terms. This slide shows the main 
subdivisions of the dance schedule. The “General” section includes “Esthetics” and “Psychology” 
which confirm the evolution of dance as an art form and a discipline that can be studied from different 
perspectives. The “History” of dance is finally validated as a subject. Whereas in the Decimal 
Classification, the ethics of dance is subsumed under ethics, in the Library of Congress classification, 
it is subsumed under dance. “Folk Dances,” “Morris dance,” “Polka,” and “Two-step” make their 
debut in an American classification system. The “Technique. Instruction” section presents dance as an 
independent discipline that can be taught. With its mention of “Revival of old dances,” this section 
accepts historical dance as a field of knowledge. 
The term “Theatrical dancing” is not new – Cutter had used it before – but the Library of 
Congress Classification attests to the existence of a wider variety of theatrical dance, including “Buck 
and wing.” For the first time a biography section is included in a dance classification. It is interesting 
to note that Isadora Duncan is the only subject of a biography mentioned in the entire 1910 G class. 
Finally, the “drills, parades,” and “gymnastic dancing” terms show the association of dance with 
physical training. 
A second edition of the G Class, now containing fifty-seven dance terms, was published in 
1928. The development of dance education during the Progressive Era can be seen in three additions: 
the reference to “Study and Teaching”; “Individual schools”; and Dances for schools.” Finally, the 
biography table lists two new important names: Fanny Elssler and Anna Pavlova, and assigns them 
specific call numbers. These new additions indicate not only that librarians had a better understanding 
of the “organic anatomy” of dance knowledge and recognized that the discipline of dance was 
evolving, but also that literature on these subjects was added to libraries. 
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Back to Dewey 
 Meanwhile, the Decimal Classification continued to evolve. In 1927, the number of dance 
terms had increased sharply from eight to forty-five. There are now two new separate subdivisions for 
dance: one is in the theater section; the other in the indoor amusements section. They include many 
terms that cannot be found in the Expansive and 1910 Library of Congress Classifications: for 
example, “Fairy scenes,” “Choreografy,” “Theatric dancing,” “Caracteristic” and “Old French 
dances,” “mazurka, redowa, schottish,” “tango,” and “Dances with[/and without] accessory features,” 
such as “”4-step,” “lancers,” “Virginia reel.” To find the source of terms like these, and of the new 
structure used in the Decimal Classification, we have to go to Brussels. There in 1895, Paul Otlet and 
Henri La Fontaine founded the Institut international de bibliographie, an enterprise that was trying to 
create what we could call the analog Google of the Progressive Era: a research tool that contained 
information on publications of all time, in all countries, and on all subjects.39 With Dewey’s 
permission, Otlet and La Fontaine adopted, translated, and greatly expanded the Decimal 
Classification, including the dance tables, to fit the needs of their institute. The first complete edition 
of the Classification bibliographique décimale was published in 1905. For many years, there were 
talks of reconciling the American and Belgian decimal classifications.40 The two dance sections in 
Dewey’s 1927 edition are the result of such work.41 
 
Conclusion 
As we saw, the “organic anatomy” of dance knowledge evolved during the Progressive Era. 
At the beginning, dance is perceived only as an amusement, a moral issue, and a social custom. In the 
early 1890s, Cutter devises a separate section for dance within the recreative arts. By the 1910s, the 
Library of Congress classification provides a much more detailed analysis of dance as a subject—
within the subclass of “Sports and amusements. Games”—including dance history, ethics, aesthetics, 
psychology of dance, technique and instruction, biography, gymnastic dancing, and so forth. In the 
late 1920s, “choreografy,” the development of dance education, and a wider variety of dances, such as 
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tango, are recognized. By the end of this period, from the point of view of library taxonomies, dance 
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